RAG week this year has been packed full with vibrant colours, fun activities
and plenty of laughs! The past year has been full of uncertainty and this
week has been a great way to celebrate the positives and look at the bright
side of being back with peers and in the classroom. Not so blue Monday
was like entering the week in a sea of blue with all the students in the Sixth
Form wearing blue from head-to-toe and taking part in Bingo at lunch
where great prizes were up for grabs! After school was the Great
Badminton Games where Sixth Form students and teachers entered the
court and battled against one another, this
was great fun to take part in and watch as it
was a complete contrast to what we all do
in the classroom. This is mainly what RAG week is about! Yes, the
fundraising is important but the Sixth Form council made it a mission
this year for RAG week to celebrate students and their successes by
providing fun activities to forget the struggles of the past year. When
Not so blue Monday had been and gone Tangerine Tuesday arrived.
Tangerine Tuesday was filled with the vibrant colour orange worn by
the students. While students were encouraged to wear orange in
support of our charities, some teachers also participated. Moving onto
our lunchtime activities, students competed against their peers in an
egg and spoon race and tangerine toss. During the egg and spoon race,
students had to race each other in teams around
an obstacle course without dropping the egg while
in the tangerine toss Sixth Formers tossed tangerines through targets scoring
themselves points. Many students took part in these activities with other
students cheering them on. With eggs and tangerines rolling across the floor,
Sixth Formers were able to enjoy themselves and have plenty of laughs which
was nice to see after the uncertainty of the year. After the success of Tangerine
Tuesday, Wear White Wednesday was upon us. Year 13’s are only present on
Wednesdays due to the Year 12’s having it as a day off so with upcoming
assessments the Year 13’s took Wednesday as an opportunity to revise whilst
wearing white to support the coloured themes for RAG week. Thursday was a
House Day for Bosco and Magdalen where we raised money through wearing
Green and Purple as they are the corresponding House colours as well as a Pub
style Quiz held in the common room for both Year 12 and 13 students to take
part in. After school, Brownies and Bubble tea were sold to help raise money for
charity as well as giving students’ time to have a sweet treat and share the laughs from the week so
far. Finally, Formal Friday arrived to wrap RAG week up where students dressed up in: suits, prom
dresses, businesses attire and anything smart! Whilst in our formal attire at lunchtime there was an
Easter egg hunt that took place where Sixth Formers were frantically running about the Sixth Form
block desperate to win prizes. Throughout the week we have made it a priority to have fun! The Sixth
Form had a great atmosphere the whole week with everyone taking part in events and themed outfits
for each day. The week would not have gone so smoothly without the support and guidance of Miss
Guy who helped lead the week with positivity and fun as well as Georgia for keeping the Instagram
updated with the events throughout the week.
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